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THE PRODUCTS OF THE TEXTBOOK PUBLISHING 
industry consist of textbooks, laboratory manuals, workbooks, texts, 
reference books, and related printed materials of instruction. The 
American Textbook Publishers Institute, a professional and trade 
organization formed in 1942, enrolls seventy-five publishers of such 
materials. Their total business accounts for over 95 per cent of the 
industry's output. 
Administratively, the Institute is divided into four sections: ele- 
mentary and high school (elhi), college, reference book, and testing. 
This article will, therefore, consider trends in the publishing of elhi 
and college textbooks, educational tests used in schools and colleges, 
and will touch briefly on trends in the publishing of encyclopedias 
and books of reference. 
There has been a growing market in the sales of elementary and 
high school textbooks within the past decade. The Annual Survey of 
the Textbook Publishing Industry for 1956 reveals the following 
figures indicating the growth in the sales of elhi books over the past 
ten years. (See Table I.) 
The same source indicates a change in the type of books sold by 
the educational publishers. The following table shows a differentiation 
between the sales of textbooks and workbooks based on annual surveys 
of forty-one identical textbook publishers. (See Table 11.) 
The implications here are that the sales of hardbound textbooks 
have not kept up with the sales of workbooks and other expendable 
materials. As a matter of fact textbook sales have not even kept pace 
with the growth in total school expenditures in this country over the 
past ten years. 
This has been in part due to faulty budgeting procedures on the 
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TABLE I 
Growth of Elhi Book Sales 

Year Elementary High School 

part of school administrators and directors of instruction. School super- 
intendents have not always fully recognized the implications of annual 
enrollment increases upon textbook needs. There has been a failure 
to understand that simply increasing the budget for printed materials 
of instruction by the percentage of increase in enrollment does not 
provide for the outlay of funds needed to equip each of the new 
enrollees with a complete set of textbooks. As a recent Institute publi- 
cation points out: "The figures for the nation as a whole over the 
past ten years strongly suggest that the supply of books per pupil has 
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diminished every year since enrollment increases began because of 
failure to recognize this need for increasing the total book inventory 
by the percentage of increase in enrollment. Over 7,000,000 more 
children populate our public elementary schools today than in 1946. 
But school systems have budgeted and bought textbooks for only 
about a quarter of them! I t  is not surprising, therefore, that the total 
book inventory has lagged so far behind need that it now provides 20 
per cent fewer textbooks per child than it did in 1946." 
The physical characteristics of elementary and high school text- 
books have changed radically in the past ten years. The trend has 
been toward a growing emphasis on design, on the use of color and 
illustrations and on books with "eye appeal." Unfortunately, this trend 
is not always in the best interest of education. There is a temptation 
simply to use color for its own sake or to include a good deal of 
illustrative material which may or may not be  conducive to good 
teaching. The findings of a study made at Indiana University indicate 
that illustrations and color may be helpful in the case of textual 
materials which are otherwise uninteresting but color and black-and- 
white iilustrations produced almost exactly the same number of re- 
calls. Material with sufficient intrinsic interest carried itself even with- 
out color illustration^.^ 
Methods of selecting elementary and high school textbooks vary 
widely. Some states still use a uniform adoption system, which works 
to place the same books in the hands of pupils at  the same grade 
level all over the state. Other states use a multiple list system which 
provides that each school district may make a choice from among five 
or more textbooks to be used. Finally, the open list system allows 
each school district to select books to be used without any restrictions 
whatever. The trend is away from the uniform adoption to the multiple 
and open list method. Rifore and more, teacher committees are adopt- 
ing textbooks for use in their own school systems. 
The past decade has seen textbooks very carefully scrutinized by 
both lay and professional people. I t  was alleged, by various groups 
around the country, that certain textbooks contained subversive doc- 
trines and were thus harmful to the pupils using them. In some 
instances, these allegations arose because schools had kept textbooks 
in use too long and the obsolescence of the materials in them gave 
rise to charges of subversion. Actually, the experience in New York 
State, an "open" state where any and all textbooks might be found, 
was that a commission appointed to hear complaints on allegedly 
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subversive textbooks found not one such instance. Today textbooks 
are examined within a much better climate of public opinion. 
The public attention to printed materials of instruction during the 
past decade indicates the growing recognition of the essential role 
such books play in the education of youngsters. Professional educators 
are coming more and more to recognize the place of the textbook as 
second only to the teacher in classroom importance. Concurrently, 
educators have come to recognize that the textbook is in no way 
inimical to the use of other instructional media in the classroom. 
Movies, film strips, television, and other realia all serve with the text- 
book in helping to educate the child. Educators now stress that it 
is not the textbook or but rather the textbook and other media of 
instruction. 
There has been a trend toward the consolidation or absorption of 
elhi companies over the past teq years. For one thing, textbook pub- 
lishing requires an immense investment of capital. I t  is quite possible 
to spend as much as $1,000,000 on an elementary series of six books 
before a single copy is sold. A textbook operation is not maintained 
readily or easily. For this reason, some of the smaller textbook pub- 
lishers are likely to find it difficult to compete against the giants in 
the field with the result that they may join their less economic opera- 
tions to those of their larger and more profitable competitors. 
At present, more elementary textbooks are being produced than 
high school or college textbooks: the proportion of the total textbook 
sales in 1956 was approximately 45 per cent elementary, 24 per cent 
high school, and 30 per cent college. The bookstore enters hardly 
at all into the sale of elementary books which go directly to school 
systems, and only peripherally into high school books except for the 
resale of used books. At the college level the bookseller is more im- 
portant because he is the only outlet for the sale, whether he operates 
his store as part of the institution or as a private business. 
Elementary and high school textbooks are generally sold directly to 
the schools on a wholesale basis, through publishers' representatives. 
College textbooks, however, are sold somewhat differently. The pub- 
lisher's representative, generally known as a college traveler, does 
not deal directly with his purchaser. He must call upon a faculty 
member, review with him the outstanding features of his book, and 
trust that he will find it desirable to ask his students to purchase the 
book for use in his course. The books for student use are ordered 
by bookstores on the basis of the adoption made by faculty members. 
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College business enjoyed a boom during the war and immediate 
postwar years. The so-called "G.I. Bill of Rights," which provided text- 
books for the veterans at colleges during the immediate postwar years, 
had a healthy effect on the college textbook industry. Interestingly 
enough, the G.I. Bill also had a healthy effect upon the student 
veterans whose splendid academic records have been in part, at least, 
attributed to their being fully supplied with printed materials of in- 
struction. 
The Annual Survey of the Textbook Publishing Industry for 1956* 
indicates the following to be the annual sales of college textbooks, at 
wholesale prices, during the last decade: 
TABLE I11 
College Textbook Sales at Wholesale Prices 
Year College Textbook Sales 
The college market has once again been growing as the American 
people send their children for higher education in increasing numbers. 
When the full impact of the population growth in the war years 
reaches the colleges (about 1960), it is expected that college business 
will expand considerably. It is for this reason that a number of text- 
book publishing companies are now considering entering the field of 
college publishing. 
The trend is toward better merchandising of textbooks in college 
bookstores. Traditionally, the college store has performed merely a 
service function with respect to procuring and distributing textbooks 
to the student body. Within the past few years, however, college 
stores have experimented with self-service methods and other mer- 
chandising plans for textbooks. The results have been favorable and 
sales have improved. In an effort to encourage bookstores to sell more 
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textbooks, publishers have been generally moving in the direction of 
more generous return policies. I t  has been found, for example, that 
textbooks which are displayed well and have remained on the book- 
store shelves beyond the normal selling season are being purchased 
by students, faculty members, and others not directly involved in the 
course for which the books were adopted. This loosening of returns 
policies has also cut down on the number of re-orders which have 
plagued both bookstores and publishers over the years. 
College textbooks are growing bigger and better looking. Physically, 
the books have begun to reflect the concern for good design and the 
use of color that now characterizes the elementary and high school 
books. Some publishers are experimenting with the use of colorful 
jackets, in contrast to the traditional Kraft paper wrappers. As the 
economics of college textbook publishing grow, we may expect that 
the physical appearance of the product itself will continue to be 
enhanced. 
The trend toward increasing the physical attractiveness of books is 
even more marked in the encyclopedia field. Reference book publish- 
ers are introducing better paper, more color, more illustrative material, 
and improved plate work in their volumes. Perhaps the most significant 
trend in this area of publishing is the increased acceptance of con-
tinuous revision. As a standard procedure for encyclopedia pub- 
lishers, it is now well accepted that the encyclopedia undergo revision 
continuously in order that it may be kept current in every edition. 
Accompanying this editorial technique is the appearance annually of 
a single volume reference work which includes all of the significant 
additions to general human knowledge from the preceding year. The 
encyclopedia publishers are also concerned with the increased pro- 
fessionalization of their sales representative particularly those repre- 
sentatives working in the school and college field. The result is that 
encyclopedia salesmen are gaining new recognition as professional CO-
workers in the educational field. 
The publishers of standardized tests have enjoyed a healthy growth 
over the past ten years. The following figures from the annual survey 
of the industry reflect these sales, exclusive of the objective tests 
which are based on or planned to accompany specific textbooks or 
workbook^.^ ( See Table IV. ) 
The current national emphasis on the discovery and wise utilization 
of talented youngsters at every level forecasts healthy growth for 
the publishers of standardized tests. Effective evaluation of education 
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TABLE IV 
Sales of Standardized Tests 
Year Sales 
demands accurate measurement in mental ability and in basic skills 
from kindergarten to college. The building and distributing of evalu- 
ation instruments will surely become one of the significant contribu- 
tions of the textbook publishing industry in the next decade. 
In fact, the publishers of educational materials at  all levels and in 
all areas may well regard the future optimistically. The increased 
birth rate as well as the increasing numbers of students seeking to 
enlarge their educational experiences assures a growing market. In 
the face of ever increasing demands on the educational dollar, printed 
materials of instruction assume an even greater importance because 
they are by nature the most economical medium of instruction. And 
finally, the future of our industry is encouraging because of the 
fundamental belief of the American people in their own free system 
of education of which textbook publishing is an integral part. 
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